News Release

The Corporation reports
VISIONSKY CORP. executes Initial Dealer Agreement
April 25, 2006 - Calgary, Alberta – (VSKY and VSKY.W:CNQ) VisionSky Corp. (the
“Corporation”) reports that its wholly-owned limited partnership, Transdirect ATM has entered
into its first Automated Teller Machine (“ATM”) Dealer Agreement with a private Calgary
based Dealer to sell ATMs exclusively for it.
VisionSky expects that this agreement will provide immediate revenue to Transdirect with
minimal costs to be incurred by Transdirect upon the sale and placement of new ATMs by the
Dealer. The private Dealer and it’s sales agents have more than five years experience in the
white-label ATM industry.
The key terms of the exclusive Dealer Agreement provides that all ATMs sold by the Dealer
must be switched and monitored by Transdirect, thereby providing recurring revenue to
Transdirect, and all maintenance service must be performed by a third party authorized by
TransDirect. In addition, upon mutual agreement, TransDirect may purchase from the Dealer, the
Dealer’s portion of the surcharge and or interchange fee it is charging the ATM site. The
agreement also provides for six months in advance mutual termination notice.
About VisionSky Corp.
VisionSky Corp. owns and operates the Transdirect Limited Partnership (“TransDirect”) through
its wholly-owned subsidiary Transdirect ATM Inc. TransDirect is a Calgary-based full-service
ATM operator and ATM transaction management provider and specializes in providing nonfinancial institution automated teller machines and ATM processing services in British
Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. TransDirect also has vault and storage facilities
in Kelowna, British Columbia and storage facilities in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
The CNQ has neither approved nor disapproved the contents of this press release. The CNQ
does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release.
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